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NOTE: Give all the steps necessary to understand in detail the solution procedure. Answers
with the final result only or with insufficient details will not be considered valid.

Exercise 1: Tight bindings energy bands and density of states

Consider a two-dimensional material whose crystalline structure is a square lattice with spacing
a. The expression for a s-band considering no overlap, only nearest-neighbor hopping (γ is the
hopping integral), and setting the reference level at zero, is:

E(~k) = −2γ(cos(akx) + cos(aky))

1. Sketch the band dispersion in the direction kx = ky. Indicate the value and position of
the minimum band gap.

2. Show that close to the bottom and top band edges, contours of constant energy are circles
in k-space.

3. Write the expression of the density of states. Calculate the value of the density of states
at the band edges.

4. Show that the density of states of this band has a logarithmic singularity at E = 0 (∗)

5. Sketch the density of states as a function of energy for the whole band.

6. Consider that this 2D material has a conduction and a valence band, where:

Ec(~k) = 6α− 2α(cos(akx) + cos(aky))

Ev(~k) = −2α + α(cos(akx) + cos(aky))

Sketch the density of states as a function of energy for the whole of both the conduction
and the valence band.

(∗) You might find useful the integral:
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Exercise 2: Effective masses and density of levels

Consider bulk Silicon, whose conduction band minima Ec are near the Brillouin zone boundary
along 〈100〉 directions. Assume a parabolic conduction band with ellipsoidal constant energy
surfaces around the minima, described by:
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mass; ~k is with respect to the location of the minima).

1. How many equivalent minima there are?

2. Write the expression of the density of states g(E) around one of the conduction band
minima, in terms of Ec,m

∗
` ,m

∗
t .

3. Calculate the number of states per unit energy for an energy 100 meV above the
conduction band bottom, in a 100 × 100 × 10 nm piece of silicon. Write the result
in units of eV −1.

Exercise 3: Semi metals

Bismuth is a ”semi metal”; it has the second lowest
thermal conductivity (after mercury) and the highest Hall
coefficient, a high electrical resistance (or low electrical
conductivity) (look for instance at Tab 1.2 and 1.6 of A&M
book!).
The unit cell is rhombohedral with two atoms (see Tab 7.5
A&M book), so it could be an insulator. However, there
is a little band overlap that makes the situation similar to
the case of a divalent metal with simple cubic lattice, whose
Fermi-surfaces in (kx, ky) plane is shown in the figure. We
refer therefore for simplicity to this case.

1. Make the same picture using the repeated zone scheme. Which part of the Fermi-surface
can be described as electron-like and which as hole-like?

2. By which factor is the specific heat of the electrons at low temperatures (kBT << EF )
smaller than the electronic specific heat in the model of free electrons? For numerical
estimations use the following data: the radius of the electronic Fermi-sphere is ke = 0.1G0,
where G0 is the shortest reciprocal lattice vector; the bands in the vicinity of EF are
parabolic with effective masses me = mh = 0.1m0.

3. Why is the conductivity of such metals smaller than in the model of free electrons?


